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Seamless food and beverage management

Meet KxCatering: KxCatering is your one-stop shop for managing every single 
element of your catering bookings, from initial order receipt all the way through 
to delivery. Whether bookings are internal or external, you can oversee all your 
catering demands in one place, and manage your logistics and finances with 
ease.

Manage orders end-to-end
Monitor the status and progress of every order in one place, and receive instant alerts 
when orders have been changed and action is required.

How it works:

Online order enablement
Integrate with our Webcatering application and allow customers to place orders that 
will be communicated to KxCatering.

Advanced reporting
Detailed data analysis on key metrics like delivery information, sales and more 
can be quickly accessed to uncover key trends and monitor performance.

Collect vital information
Any dietary requirements and special requests remain attached to an order 
throughout, so that every base of every order is covered.
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More efficient operations

Bringing all order information together on a 
sinlge platform saves time and effort in order 
management, instead of dealing with multiple 

paper documents and spreadsheets.

Simplify charging
Streamlined cross-charging to other 

departments takes the confusion and hassle out 
of internal payments, and enables authorisation 

processes to be introduced.

Generate more revenue

Making it easier to order from your institution 
reduces the risk of customers considering off-

site alternatives, maximising your sales in 
the process.

Improve processes through insights
In-depth data and reporting allows key patterns 

to be identified, supporting better decision-
making around future operations and plans.

Keep clear, detailed records
Fully digitised order progression and proof of 
delivery creates a complete set of records, 

aiding accountability and traceability.


